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Abstract 
This is a brief introduction to frame a special issue on reading texts, subtexts, and 
contexts in the struggle for decolonization. It provides transnational perspectives 
from Colombia, Korea, the Philippines, South Africa, and a Bhutanese refugee 
community in a mid-western city of the United States. The issue examines different 
forms of curricular knowledge, including the use of photographs and maps in 
textbooks. To analyze the effects of (post)colonial legacies, different theoretical and 
methodological approaches are used to interrupt binary-thinking that often undergird 
debates about colonialism, imperialism, and nationalism.  
Keywords: Curriculum, postcolonial, transnational, methodology, policy, 
Colombia, Korea, Philippines, South Africa, Bhutanese 
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Resumen 
Esta es una breve introducción para enmarcar el  monográfico “leyendo textos, 
subtextos y contextos en la lucha por la descolonización. Esto proporciona una 
perspectiva transnacional desde Colombia, corea, Filipinas, Sudáfrica y la 
comunidad de refugiados de Bután en una ciudad del centro-oeste de Estados 
Unidos. El monográfico examina las diferentes formas de conocimiento curricular, 
incluido el uso de fotografías y mapas en los libros de texto. Para analizar los 
efectos del legado (post)colonial, ha sido analizado desde diferentes aproximaciones 
teóricas y metodológicas, que rompen el pensamiento dualista que a menudo está 
bajo los debates sobre el colonialismo, el imperialismo y el nacionalismo. 
Palabras clave: Currículum, postcolonialismo, transnacionalismo, metodología, 
política, Colombia, Corea, Filipinas, Sudáfrica, Bután 
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his special issue provides transnational perspectives on the struggle 
for decolonization in curricular knowledge. Colonial/imperial 
histories, logics, and practices are often re-centered as 
contemporary manifestations (e.g. globalization, racism, nationalism, etc.), 
even when the intention of research/ers is to scrutinize and critique them. In 
response, authors in this special issue work against binary-thinking that 
often undergird center/periphery debates. The authors explore different 
theoretical and methodological approaches to analyze the effects of 
(post)colonial legacies in/on curricular texts in the contexts of Colombia, 
Korea, the Philippines, South Africa, and a Bhutanese refugee community 
in a mid-western city of the United States. The issue forwards and also 
interrogates the complications, of decolonizing approaches to reading texts, 
subtexts, and contexts. Here, post-colonial is a way of conceptualizing the 
long-term effects of colonization on both the centered and marginalized, 
recognizing that these effects never existed in a purely binary way and are 
irreversible in the sense of any return to a "pure set of uncontaminated 
origins" (Hall, 1996, p. 246-7). By baring the challenges of taking positions 
and making ethical-political choices in reading texts, contexts, and subtexts, 
these articles imagine practices that disrupt the deleterious effects of 
(post)colonial legacies at work in education. 
Curricular knowledge is produced, taught, learned, lost, and 
re‐negotiated through power relations, and across time and space. Often it is 
the struggle for values and norms among and within groups. In different 
ways, the articles in this issue examine how shifts and new subjectivities 
emerge under and through (re)arrangements of power. The data informing 
these analyses include historical and contemporary educational texts, both 
written and visual. For example, Coloma (2013) examines The Philippine 
Readers, a reading series for elementary students in the Philippines from 
1920s to 1960s; he explicitly asks, “How does nationalism develop under 
the regime of a foreign power? What kind of postcolonial subject is 
produced under such conditions?” Taking a different approach, Subedi 
(2013) documents the housing experiences of a Bhutanese refugee 
community through photographs, which “serve as a curriculum about 
marginalized communities who are invisible in the curriculum.” Also in this 
issue, Rhee, Subreenduth, and Daza analyze curriculum policy shifts in 
written and visual texts of officially sanctioned (national) textbooks that 
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emerged after significant regime and educational policy changes in Korea, 
South Africa, and Colombia, respectively. 
While the studies demonstrate that both colonial- and emancipator-
thinking can be elusive and subversive, they do not ignore the detrimental 
effects of imperialism writ large. For instance, Subreenduth’s (2013) 
analysis shows how “South Africa’s post-apartheid unitary national 
curriculum served as vital mode to rectify apartheid inequities, re-center 
marginalized history and engender student knowledge production.” At the 
same time, through narratives of Black teachers in South Africa, she 
critiques the written and visual content in current textbooks against post-
apartheid decolonizing intentions. Subedi (2013) demonstrates that “the 
settling of a refugee population in a particular geography is not innocent” 
but “shaped by power, politics and oppression.” Rhee (2013) expresses 
textbook content change this way: “While the change of governing parties 
in South Korea has surely brought in some changes in these textbooks, this 
inquiry convinces me about the limits of modern (and thus imperial) 
nationalism. Because imperialism, which is manifested in global neoliberal 
capitalism, is inherently an international force, the competitive 
developmental model of nation-state only fuels the driving engine.”  
Overall, however, the studies in this issue illustrate, and interrupt, what 
Coloma (2013) clearly articulates: “the debate on the foundation of 
nationalism among the colonized...[often] rests on a dichotomous binary 
between identification with the West and counter-identification with the 
native.” Through multiple analyses, the authors in this issue try to work 
against binary-thinking. Coloma maintains that covert and hybrid 
nationalisms offer third positions to avoid “the pitfall of the either/or 
stances and …. bring together seemingly conflicting and contradictory 
elements in moments of tension and ambivalence.” For Daza (2013), 
“decolonizing and de-transendentalizing imperial formations cannot happen 
through content alone,” but, because improvisation happens, we can re-read 
stories and tell new stories out of old ones.  
To open third-space approaches to decolonizing, authors take 
methodological risks in attempts to (re)center subversive theoretical and 
methodological approaches. As Daza (2013) puts it, “To avoid mining the 
South for the consumption of the North/West is in large part to go against 
the grain of academic knowledge production. Often easier said than 
done…” Whereas Daza turns to storytelling as methodology and Subedi 
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develops a curriculum of photography as pedagogy of displacement, 
Subreenduth grounds her work in the material realities of Black teacher 
interpretations. Also in this issue, Rhee (2013) takes up “Asia as method” 
and Kuan-Hsing Chen’s (2010) challenge for researchers to “ground 
ourselves in the cultures of our own,” but she also asks “what are the 
cultures of our own?...[when our] social and cultural world crosses 
boundaries of nation-state, geography, language, community, and the local 
and global.” Rhee ponders that “perhaps this observation itself is how to 
ground ourselves in the cultures of our own,” and Coloma (2013) responds 
with Foucault’s notion of the care of the self. Thus, in different ways, each 
article etches out how post-colonial subjects go beyond dichotomous 
binaries in the “art of existence” (Foucault, 1988, p. 43, cited in Coloma, 
2013).  
Conclusion 
 
The strength of this issue is its insistence on clarifying and exposing the 
relationship among curricular knowledge, trans/national policy, and the 
legacies of colonization and imperial-thinking. The significance of 
curricula’s face-value is understood through its subtexts, silences, 
interplays, visuals, stories, maps, and (transnational) contexts. The authors 
present ways of reading curricular texts that not only offer insights into the 
texts themselves and their particular contexts, but also sheds light on the 
broader challenges of ethical political engagement in a post-colonial world 
for education, where “post-colonial” does not mean “after colonialism.” 
The “postcolonial challenge for education” (Coloma, 2009) is how to move 
from “nation-centered grand narratives” to “decentred, diasporic or 
‘global’” (Hall, 1996, p. 247) re-readings, re-writings, and material re-
engagements with colonization as worldwide, albeit often disparate and 
context-specific, transnational and transcultural processes. Importantly, for 
education, a post-colonial perspective resists binaries and “signifies a 
displacement of the distinction between power and knowledge which marks 
the Colonial” (Gallegos, 1998, p. 234).     
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